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OBJECTIVE
Alberta clinicians caring for residents in long term care facilities (LTCF)* will:


Increase the accuracy of clinical diagnosis of urinary tract infections (UTI)



Reduce inappropriate prescribing of antibiotics for asymptomatic bacteriuria



Optimize antibiotic therapy for treatment of UTIs while minimizing short and long term
risks associated with antibiotic use



Optimize testing and use of laboratory services for UTIs

TARGET POPULATION
Older adults living in LTCF
*LTCF is any congregate living environment for older or disabled persons who have high personal and
professional care needs
Note: The clinical principles of this guideline apply in general to older adults regardless of where they reside.
The UTI in LTCF Checklist however, is specifically designed for use in LTCF settings.

RECOMMENDATIONS
 Diagnose UTI based on clinical assessment of signs and symptoms, NOT laboratory testing.
 Initiate the UTI in LTCF Checklist to ensure accurate communication of clinical findings
between nursing and medical staff
X DO NOT treat asymptomatic bacteriuria (the presence of bacteria in the urine in the absence
of clinical signs and symptoms of infection).
 For medically stable residents with signs/symptoms of UTI, continue to assess and push
fluids for 24 hours, before ordering laboratory tests or initiating antibiotics.
 Use urine culture and sensitivity (C&S) results to guide selection of antibiotics. Collect urine
specimens prior to initiation of antibiotics.
 Impaired renal function is common in older adults and may require antibiotic dose
adjustment.
 If medical status is deteriorating rapidly and antibiotics need to be initiated prior to receiving
C&S results:
o

Select a narrow spectrum antibiotic for empiric therapy as per Bugs & Drugs

o

Promptly review C&S results and alter empiric antimicrobial therapy, if indicated

o

STOP ANTIBIOTICS if C&S results are not consistent with diagnosis of UTI

 Consider an alternate diagnosis if symptoms do not improve within 48 hours following
initiation of appropriate antibiotic therapy.
 If the resident’s medical condition deteriorates, and if consistent with the resident’s Goals of
Care Designation, consider transfer to acute care.
 For residents with neurogenic bladder caused by multiple sclerosis and with a suspected UTI
see Appendix A for specific assessment, treatment and management recommendations.

These recommendations are systematically developed statements to assist practitioner and patient decisions about appropriate
health care for specific clinical circumstances. They should be used as an adjunct to sound clinical decision making.
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APPENDIX A
Guidelines for Residents with Multiple Sclerosis

Click here for the complete MS and Urinary Tract Infection Guideline and the MS: My Bladder Management Action Plan

For the complete UTI in LTCF guideline refer to the TOP website: www.topalbertadoctors.org
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